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INtnonucuorg
since verma observedinterracedgrowth spiralson Sic (verma, 1951)
and Frank put forward on the basisof verma's observationsa theorv that

Since mica polymorphs are derived from different ways of stacking of
the fundamental mica layer, Frank's theory offereda new problem on the
origin of mica polymorphs.rn this sense,it has been realizedthat studies
of surface topographies of mica crystals would give fundamentalry important information concerning the origin of various polymorphs in
micas (Smith and Yoder, 1956).However not much work has been done

ent micas,their observationsare not directlv related to the mechanismof

tion betweengrowth mechanism^nd the origin of various polymorphs or
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polytypes of micas and therefore it has been hoped that the work.along
the
lhi. tirr. would be done on the various mica species,as suggestedin

lar composition,structure and origin.
OlsBnverroNs
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The following three charaiteristic surfacefeatureshave been observed
on the basal planes:

forms but are deviations from the five-sided spiral'

Figure 1 is a phase contrast photomicrograph showing the simplest
g.o*th spirals observed.Trvo spirals, right and left handed, are seen'
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Both spirals exhibit a reguiar five-sidedpattern (hexagonwith one side
truncated) in the center, but the spiral layers becomemore deformedas
they spread outerwards. They are neither hexagonal nor trigonal and
have only one symmetry plane, which is in accord with the symmetry of
the basal plane of a monoclinic crystal. Investigation of the optical
properties of the phlogopite revealed that the ionger sides of the fivesidedspiral are parallel to the o axis of the crystal.
As the writer has previously reported severaltimes, the morphologyof
growth spirals strictly follows the symmetrv elements of the face on
which the spiralsoccur,provided that the step height of the spiral layer is
small and that the spiral takes on a polvgonal form (Sunagawa1960c,

Frc. 1. Phase contrast photomicrograph, X500.

Frc. 2. Phase contrast photomicrograph, X415.

196I, 1963).In other words, it is possibleto decide the symmetry of a
crystal from the morphology of growth spirals.From this, it can be concluded that the phlogopiteunder investigationis a monoclinicpolymorph
and neither triclinic, orthorhombic nor hexagonal polymorphs are
present.It is also noteworthy that the growth spirals take on five-sided
form, instead of hexagonalform, in spite of the fact that the singlesheet
of phlogopite structure has a nearly hexagonal symmetry. This suggests
that the morphologyof growth spiralsis controlled not by the symmetry
of a single sheet but by the symmetrl' of the mica layer or crvstal as a
whole. Malformation of spiral morphology at the outer part of the spiral
can be accountedfor in the following way. In Fig. 1, two spirals appear
on one surface of a laver, the edgesof which are seento be nearly parallel
straight lines. The layer is steppeddown from right to left in the photograph. It is expectedthat re-entrant cornerswiil be formed between the
right-side straight step and spiral growth fronts, as well as between the
growth fronts starting from two screw dislocationpoints. Since such re-
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entrant cornersare the placeswhereatoms or moleculeswill preferentially
be adsorbed,this will result in more rapid advanceof growth fronts at the
re-entrant cornersthan along steps. As a result, the morphology of the
spiral will be malformed at placeswheresuch re-entrant cornersexist.
Another point to be discussedhere is the high visibility of the spirals.
That the stepsof the spirals are seenas white lines in the phasecontrast
photomicrographshowsthat there are peaks along the stepsof the spiral
layers. These peaks are much higher than the step height of the spiral
layers,and are consideredto be impuritl'crystals preferentiallyadsorbed
along the steps.They are also seenin Figs. 2 and 3 which are phasecontrast and ordinary photomicrographs,respectively.That no rvhite dif-

Fre. 3. Ordinary photomicrograph. fmpurity
appear as dark iines and dots, X105.

crystals

Frc. 4. Ordinary photomicrograph showing fivesided patterns and domain structure, X105.

fraction band is seen at the step of spiral layers on the phase contrast
photomicrographsshowsthat the step height of spiral layersis very small
and probably of the order of one unit ceil. Becauseof the existenceof
impurity crvstals along the step, growth spirals having such a small step
height are easily seenunder the microscope.
In Figs. 2 and 3 are shown more complicated spirals. In these spirals
too, five-sided morphology is strictly maintained, at least in the central
part. It can be noticed that the spiral growth iayers originate from several or many screw dislocation points, which results in a somewhat complicated appearance of these spirals. Deformation from the five-sided
form, however,can be accountedfor in most casesin terms of preferential
growth at re-entrant corners, even in the case of spirals having a hexagonal format such as that shown in Fig. 3. All of the growth spirals observedin this study have five-sided morphology, and spirals havinghexagonal or triclinic symmetry have not been observed at all. Interlacing pat-
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terns such as those observed on growth spirals on biotite by Amelinckx
and Dekeyser (1953) or on SiC b1'Verma (1951)have not been observed
in this study. However, it is observedthat the spacingsof spiral layers in
most casesare very narrow on one side and wide on the other four sides,
as seenin the spirai shown in Fig. 2. Spiralssuch as thosein Fig. 1, which
have similar spacings on five sides, are exceptional and can be observed
only in the caseof spirals having a small number of turns. Since the side
of closespacingsis paraliei to the 6 axis and doesnot show a singlesharp
cliff but closell'spacedsteps,it is consideredthat this phenomenonis the
result of the nature of the stackirig of the mica la1'ers.
In Fig. 4 an exampleof five-sidedpatterns with straight sidesis shown.
This sort of pattern has been observedon all crystalsstudied.On the surface of a few of such patterns, growth spiralsappear.Five-sidedpatterns
have always the sameorientation as those occurringon the surfaceof the
pattern or near it. Equilateral triangular patterns with straight sidesare
rarely observed, and are definitelrt a deviation from the five-sided patterns. The straight lines constituting the five-sidedpatterns are the same
as the straight lines widely developedon the surface.It is not certain if
these lines are the edgesof thick growth layers or the result of slips or
faulting during crystal growth. Someof the lines certainly intersect each
other, and so must be fault or slip lines, but other lines do not show such
intersections.There is alwaltsa level difierenceat the step of a line, which
is much bigger than the height of spiral layers. In addition growth spirals
always occur either on the surface of five-sided patterns or of layers having straight edges.Thereforeit is possibiethat someof thesestraight lines
are edgesof growth lavers,rvhichwereformed by the bunching of thinner
spiral la1'ers.
It is observed on most crvstais that the five-sided features (both
spiralsand patterns) are orientedin severaldifferent ways on the surface
of one crystal, although they have a definite orientation within one domain. In other words, a cr-vstal consists of many domains which are
differently oriented with respectto each other. Figure 4 is an exampleof
such a domain structure, and in Fig. 5 an example of domain structure
on a crystal and the orientations of five-sidedgrowth features on each
domain are schematicallyshown. As the writer discussedin his paperson
hematite (SunagawaI960a,b, c, 1963) and on SiC (Sunagawa1963),if a
crystal is single, the orientation of growth features is the same on the
whole surfaceof a crystal face, whereasin the caseof twinned crystals
growth featureshave opposite orientations on different portions or domains. Thereforeit is concludedthat the domain structuresobservedon
the phlogopites are the result of twinning. Observed rotation angles
around the c' axis,which is perpendicularto (001),are 60o,120oand 180o,
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which correspondto the twinning by rotation around twin axes of [110]
(orIttO]), [310] (or [S1O])ana [100],respectively.The compositionplane
of thesetwins is (001).
DrscussroN
From theseobservations,it can be safelyconcludedthat the phlogopite
crystals were grown by a spiral growth mechanism,a mechanismwhich
provides a memory of stacking, which in some substancesmay at times
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featuresand domain

lead to the formation of different polytypes. Therefore,if grorvth starts
from a screwdislocationhaving large Burgers'vector, a polytl'pe consisting of many mica lavers will be formed. In such a case,an interlacing
pattern is expectedto appearon the growth spiral, like thoseobservedon
a biotite cr)rstalby Amelinckx and Dekeyser (1953).However, no interIaced spiral has been observedon any of the phlogopite crystals investigated, which shows that such polytypes do not occur in these crystals.
Smith and Yoder (1956) derived theoretically possibie polymorphs
from the manner of stacking mica layers in an ordered sequence,and
showed six fundamental polymorphs of mica minerals, i.e., 1M, 2M1,
2M2,20,3T and 6H. Among thesesix types, only the 1M polymorph has
one directional way of stacking, and the other polymorphs have zigzag
stacking.Sincea singlemica layer has monoclinicsymmetry, the advanc-
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ing rate of growth of suchiayers will be different in a certain direction between one layer and the neighboring layer, in the caseof polymorphs havingzigzagstackings. As a result, an interlaced spiral is expectedto appear
in the caseof polymorphsof 2M1, 2M2,20,3T and 6H, but not in the case
of the 1M polymorph. Observedgrowth spiralsare not interlaced,and so
it is consideredthat the phlogopitecrvstalsinvestigatedbelongto the 1M
polymorph, which agrees with the results obtained b-v:r-ray investigations (Tomisaka 1962).
Takano and Takano (195S)discussedthe possibility of mistaking n-rafl
diffraction patterns of twinned crystals of mica minerals as a new poll'type. Sadanagaand Takeuchi (1961)theoreticallyderived possibletypes
of polysl'nthetic twins of mica minerals (spiral twins with rotation angles
c.,:60o, 120", 180o; alternating twin with rotation angle o:180o; and
complex twins) and experimentally showed a method of discriminating
polvsvnthetic twins and poivtypes. According to them it is possible to
distinguish poivsl'nthetic twins from polytypes on r-ray diffraction patterns, even in the casein which the former consistsof individuals as small
as of the order of a unit cell. They observedspiral twins with rotation
angles of <,r:60o, 180oand alternating twins of <,r:180" on phlogopite
crlrstals from Mutsure-zima. The present study also revealed, through a
different wa1'of approach, that most of the phlogopite crvstals from Mutsure-zima were twinned and that the observed rotation angles around the
c'axis were60o,120oand 180o.
Now, here arisesa problem whether thesetwins are of the polysvnthetic type as Sadanagaand Takeuchi stated or rvhether thel' are twins of
the ordinarlr rotation type. If they are polysynthetic twins consistingof
individuals as small as of the order of a unit cell, interlacing patterns are
la1.erswill have a
expectedto occur on growth patterns, sincesuccessive
different advancing rate in a certain direction. Even in the casein which
eachindividual has a thicknessof somehundredsor a thousand A, which
is of the order of the height of thick growth layers, interlacing patterns
should be observed on the surface. I{owever, if each individual is much
thicker than this value, interlacing patterns will not be expected,since
growth lavers are not as thick as this. In such a case,however, it will not
be appropriate to call such crystals polysynthetic twins, since the thicknessof the phlogopite crystal is as small as several microns, and therefore
such crystal will consist of only a small number of individuals. The present study showed that no interlacing patterns were observed on the
phlogopitecrvstals,which suggeststhat the type of twinning observedis
not of the polysynthetic but of the ordinary rotation type. The different
orientations of the five-sided growth features add further evidence that
the twinning is not pol1 synthetic.
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